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Abstract  
 
Stochasticity is harnessed by organisms to generate functionality. Randomness does not, 
therefore, necessarily imply lack of function or ‘blind chance’ at higher levels. In this respect, 
biology must resemble physics in generating order from disorder. This fact is contrary to 
Schrödinger’s idea of biology generating phenotypic order from molecular level order, which 
inspired the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology. The order originates at higher levels, 
which constrain the components at lower levels. We now know that this includes the genome, 
which is controlled by patterns of transcription factors and various epigenetic and 
reorganisation mechanisms. These processes can occur in response to environmental stress so 
that the genome becomes “a highly sensitive organ of the cell” (McClintock). Organisms 
have evolved to be able to cope with many variations at the molecular level. Organisms also 
make use of physical processes in evolution and development when it is possible to arrive at 
functional development without the necessity to store all information in DNA sequences. 
This view of development and evolution differs radically from that of Neo-Darwinism with 
its emphasis on blind chance as the origin of variation. Blind chance is necessary but the 
origin of functional variation is not at the molecular level. These observations derive from 
and reinforce the principle of biological relativity, which holds that there is no privileged 
level of causation. They also have important implications for medical science.  
 
Keywords: Evolution and physiology, Schrödinger’s error, biological relativity, stochasticity, 
Neo-Darwinism, Modern Synthesis.  
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Introduction: the original formulation of the Neo-Darwinist Modern Synthesis 
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection was formulated by Charles Darwin and Alfred 
Russel Wallace who presented their ideas to the Linnean Society of London in 1858, 
followed by Darwin’s book On the Origin of Species in 1859. Darwin was cautious in the 
presentation of his ideas. He wrote “Natural Selection has been the main, but not the 
exclusive means of modification.” He was concerned that he did not know the origin of 
variation and he acknowledged the existence of other mechanisms, including the inheritance 
of acquired characteristics. Ernst Mayr wrote in 1962: “Curiously few evolutionists have 
noted that, in addition to natural selection, Darwin admits use and disuse as an important 
evolutionary mechanism. In this he is perfectly clear.” (1) Although Darwin disagreed with 
Lamarck on whether evolution had a direction (what Lamarck called le pouvoir de la vie (2, 
3)), he nevertheless acknowledged “this justly celebrated naturalist . . . who upholds the 
doctrine that all species, including man, are descended from other species” (4). However, 
Darwin’s multi-mechanism approach to evolution became significantly narrowed with the 
rise of Neo-Darwinism. 
 
Weismann’s formulation of Neo-Darwinism involved three major assumptions. First, that all 
genetic variation is random. Second, that the germline is isolated from variations in the soma. 
This is the Weismann Barrier. Third, together with these two assumptions, that natural 
selection is then all-sufficient (allmacht) to explain evolution (5) The subsequent integration 
of Mendelian genetics into this scheme led to the formulation of the Modern Synthesis (6). 
 
Several important consequences followed. First, genetic variation is not itself viewed as 
functional. It becomes so only through the operation of natural selection to weed out harmful 
variations and promote helpful ones. The origin of variation is therefore completely blind. If 
this view is correct, we should not explain genetic variation in terms of existing or anticipated 
functionality. Since physiology is the study of functional processes in organisms, physiology 
is thereby excluded from any direct role in the source of variation. Second, the inheritance of 
acquired characteristics, often called Lamarckism, cannot occur since it would require either 
that the germ line is not isolated from influences of somatic variations and/or that some forms 
of functional genetic re-organisation can be triggered as a response to environmental stress. 
In an 1896 publication (7), Weismann added his theory of germinal selection, involving 
competition and selection among the hereditary units within the germplasm but, as Charlotte 
Weissman shows, this change in Weismann’s view did not make any real concessions to the 
Lamarckians (8). 
 
The Neo-Darwinist Modern Synthesis was therefore both an extension and a simplification of 
Darwin’s ideas. It was an extension through the incorporation of Mendelian genetics, about 
which Darwin unfortunately knew nothing. It was a simplification because it excluded the 
inheritance of acquired characteristics, whereas Darwin not only included this form of 
inheritance, he even proposed a theory for how it could happen, his pangenesis theory of 
gemmules (9), which resembles some forms of such inheritance discovered recently (see 
section 4 below). 
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Purpose of this article 
 
A central thesis of this paper is that blind stochasticity is a misconceived idea as it has been 
used in evolutionary biology. Stochasticity is used by organisms to generate new functional 
responses to environmental challenges. Far from proving that evolution is necessarily blind, 
randomness is the clay from which higher level order can be crafted.   
 
I will present the case for the following theses, which run counter to Neo-Darwinism and the 
Modern Synthesis. With respect to Neo-Darwinism, the view in this paper is a replacement 
more than an extension.  
 
1. Randomness (stochasticity) is what one should generally expect at the molecular level 
even if determinate functionality rules at higher (cellular, tissue, organ, systems, organisms, 
sociological) levels. Randomness and functionality necessarily co-exist at different levels.  
 
2. Organisms can and do harness stochasticity in generating function.  
 
3. Functional genome reorganisation can occur in response to environmental stress. 
 
4. Non-DNA information can be transmitted across generations. 
 
5. By using diverse higher-level processes organisms can resist potentially harmful effects of 
many random genetic variations, at lower levels of function .  
 
6. Physical constraints can and must influence both development and evolution. 
 
7. The gene-centric view has so far been very disappointing from the viewpoint of medicine.  
 
1. Stochasticity and order coexist at different levels 
 
Physics teaches us that at a molecular level there must be stochasticity. At any temperature 
above a value near absolute zero, below which a Bose-Einstein condensate becomes possible 
(10), molecules have kinetic energy which generates random movement. But physics also 
teaches us that, once there is a constraint at a higher level, e.g. a gas in a container, 
thermodynamics can describe determinate behaviour arising from the averaged behaviour 
within the constraint. This is the reason why Schrödinger argued correctly in What is Life? 
that physics generates order from disorder (11). 
 
Yet he contrasted this with biology, which he described as generating order at a high level 
from order at a molecular level, i.e that the functional order at a high level actually results 
directly from order at the molecular level. But this is highly problematic from a physical 
viewpoint. Why then did he propose a theory that even he initially characterised as 
ridiculous? The reason is that following Delbrück (12), he predicted that the genetic material 
would be found to be an aperiodic crystal, which is a good description of DNA sequences if 
one thinks of a polymer as a kind of crystal. Crystal structure can be investigated accurately 
using diffraction. I believe he saw the ‘read-out’ of genetic sequences as determinate in the 
same kind of way. In this respect, he anticipated the formulation of Crick’s Central Dogma of 
molecular biology (13). Francis Crick and James Watson both acknowledged Schrödinger’s 
influence in their thinking about the Central Dogma.  
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There are two fatal problems with this approach, as noted by Jean-Jacques Kupiec (14, 15) 
The first is that, as is clear from Crick’s original statement, the Central Dogma refers only to 
the fact that sequence information passes one way, from DNA to proteins:  
 

“The central dogma of molecular biology deals with the detailed residue-by-
residue transfer of sequential information. It states that such information cannot 
be transferred back from protein to either protein or nucleic acid.” (16) 
 

I have italicised ‘such information’ and ‘from protein’ since it is evident that the statement 
does not say that no information can pass from the organism to the genome. In fact, it is 
obvious that it must do so to produce many different patterns of gene expression, which 
enable many different phenotypes (e.g many different cell types in the same body) to be 
generated from the same genome. In addition to controlling relative expression levels, the 
organism also makes use of protein-mediated protein processing to add yet another layer of 
control following transcription.   
 
This information from organisms is conveyed to their genomes by patterns of transcription 
factors, genome marking, histone marking, and many RNAs, which in turn control the 
patterns of gene expression. These controls are exerted through preferential targeted binding 
to the genome or histone proteins. For example, methylation of cytosines preferentially 
occurs at CpG sites. Binding to histones preferentially occurs at the histone tails. Even 
though these are the targeted molecular mechanisms by which the functional control is 
exerted, there is no guarantee that the functionality will be evident at the molecular level. It 
would require many correlations between the patterns of binding and the functional processes 
at a higher level to identify the functionality involved. Without that correlation the binding 
patterns will appear random. There are simply far too many sites. There are millions of CpG 
sites in the whole genome and tens of thousands of CpG clusters, which significantly are 
located near gene regulatory sites (17).  
 
The second problem is that, as Schrödinger must have understood as a physicist, there is no 
way in which the molecules in an organism can avoid stochasticity. He wrote: 
 

‘We seem to arrive at the ridiculous conclusion that the clue to understanding of 
life is that it is based on a pure mechanism, a ‘clock-work’ in the sense of 
Planck’s paper’ (18) 

But he confuses the logic by continuing: ‘The conclusion is not ridiculous and is, in my 
opinion, not entirely wrong, but it has to be taken “with a very big grain of salt”’. He then 
explains the ‘big grain of salt’ by showing that even clock-work is, ‘after all statistical’ (p. 
103).  

Schrödinger realises that something is far from right but is struggling to identify what it 
might be. We would now say that the molecules involved (DNA) are subject to frequent 
statistical variations (copying errors, chemical and radiation damage, etc.), which are then 
corrected by the cell’s protein and lipid machinery that enables DNA to become a highly 
reproducible molecule.(19) This is a three-stage process that reduces the copy error rate from 
1 in 104 to around 1 in 1010, which is an astonishing degree of accuracy. In a genome of 3 
billion base pairs this works out as less than 1 error in copying a complete genome, compared 
to millions of errors without error correction. The order at the molecular scale is therefore 
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actually created by the system as a whole, including lipid components that are not encoded by 
DNA sequences (20). This requires energy, of course, which Schrödinger called negative 
entropy. Perhaps therefore	 this is what Schrödinger was struggling towards, but we can only 
see this clearly in retrospect. He could not have known how much the genetic molecular 
material experiences stochasticity and is constrained to be highly reproducible by the 
organism itself. The order at the molecular (DNA) level is actually imposed by higher level 
constraints. 

2. Organisms can and do harness stochasticity in generating function 

Stochasticity is a population level attractor 
 
Experiments on the stochasticity of gene expression in cell populations show that, at least in 
some cases, it is the population as a whole that controls the stochasticity. Figure 1 is taken 
from (21).  

Figure 1. The robustness of heterogeneity of expression of Sca-1 protein expression in a 
cloned cell population. Heterogeneity detected by immunofluorescence flow cytometry 
(a) was significantly larger than the resolution limit of the method (b). (c) shows the 
stability of the clonal heterogeneity over a period of three weeks. Note that the spread of 
gene expression levels is three orders of magnitude (21). 
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Figure 2. Two examples illustrating experiments in which populations were produced by 
cloning either from one of the peaks in a bimodal distribution (left) or from outliers in a 
monomodal distribution (right). In both cases the new population initially exhibits the 
range of expression of the parent subpopulation. Over time (several days) however the 
heterogeneity reverts to the original distribution (22). 

 
The results show that in this case the range of gene expression is 1000 fold and it 
follows a simple bell-shaped curve. The range is a population level attractor, which is 
stable over long periods of time. That the population controls the heterogeneity is 
shown by experiments of the kind illustrated in Figure 2. In a cell population showing a 
bimodal distribution, new populations of cells were cloned from one of the peaks (left), 
while in a monomodal distribution cells were cloned from outliers. In both cases, after a 
few days the original heterogeneity became re-established.  
 
Cell populations can therefore control stochasticity.  
 
Cells can harness stochasticity to generate function 
 
That cells can also harness stochasticity to generate specific function is known from 
experiments on the cells of the immune system that show the phenomenon of somatic 
hyper-mutation. Figure 3 summarizes what we know. Faced with a new antigen 
challenge, the mutation rate in the variable part of the genome can be accelerated by as 
much as 1 million times. So far as we know, the mutations occur randomly. But the 
location in the genome is certainly not random. The functionality in this case lies 
precisely in the targeting of the relevant part of the genome. The mechanism is directed, 
because the binding of the antigen to the antibody itself activates the proliferation 
process. 

 
 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of gene-specific targeted hyper-mutation in 
immunoglobulin gene loci. The mutation rate is greatly increased only in the variable 
part of the genome, which is a ~1.5 kilobase region in each of the three immunoglobulin 
loci. In this figure, the graph above the rearranged variable (V) and joining (J) gene 
segments that form the variable region of Igκ depicts the mutation domain in the κ-light 
chain (Igκ) locus. 3′Eκ, Igκ 3′ enhancer; Cκ, Igκ constant; iEκ, Igκ intronic enhancer; 
MAR, matrix attachment region (23). 
 

This example from the immune system shows that functionally significant targeted hyper-
mutation can occur in the lifetime of an individual organism. There is no reason why this 
kind of mechanism should not be used in evolutionary change, as shown in the next example.  
 

Relative
mutation
frequency

Distance from transcription start site

V iEκ Cκ 3′EκMARJ

Hotspot motif
A short DNA motif (DGYW or 
WRCH; where D denotes 
adenosine (A), guanosine (G) 
or thymidine (T); Y denotes 
cytidine (C) or T; W denotes A 
or T; R denotes A or G; and H 
denotes T, C or A) in which 
mutations are preferentially 
inserted during somatic 
hypermutation.

Elongating transcription 
complex
A complex comprising the RNA 
polymerase and its associated 
proteins that is formed during 
the elongation phase of 
transcription.

Nuclear export signal
A highly conserved, leucine-
rich sequence that facilitates 
protein trafficking from the 
nucleus to the cytoplasm.

Template supercoiling
Compaction of DNA by twisting 
and folding.

Abasic site
A site created by the loss of a 
purine or pyrimidine from DNA.

Base-excision repair
A DNA-repair pathway that 
removes single bases from 
DNA, such as uridine 
nucleotides arising by 
deamination of cytidine. 
Repair is initiated by a 
DNA glycosylase that is 
specialized for a particular 
class of damage.

Mismatch repair
A repair pathway that 
recognizes and corrects 
mismatched base pairs 
(typically those that arise 
from errors of chromosomal 
DNA replication).

promoter defines the 5′ boundary of this hypermuta-
tion domain with mutations beginning ∼150 base pairs 
(bp) downstream of the transcription start site. The 
3′ boundary is not as well defined, but the hypermuta-
tion domain includes the rearranged variable region and 
a portion of the 3′ flanking intronic region, whereas the 
C region is protected from mutation (FIG. 1). Mutation 
frequency is not constant throughout the mutated region 
and decreases exponentially with increasing distance 
from the transcription start site6 (FIG. 1). Interestingly, 
duplication of a variable-region promoter immediately 
upstream of the Igκ C (Cκ) region in a transgene led to 
a low level of mutation in the Cκ region7. However, it 
remains to be determined whether a similar manipula-
tion in the endogenous Igκ locus would lead to mutations 
in the Cκ region.

An influential model to explain the link between 
SHM and transcription proposes that a mutator factor 
is loaded onto RNA polymerase II at a variable-region 
promoter, is brought into the protein-encoding portion 
of the gene by the elongating transcription complex and is 
deposited onto the DNA, at which point it triggers the 
introduction of a mutation7. Transcriptional pausing 
or simple dissociation could release the factor from the 
elongation complex, perhaps preferentially at hotspot 
motifs. It has been suggested that the mutator has a con-
stant probability of dissociating from the polymerase at 
each elongation step and that this results in the observed 
exponential decrease in mutation as the polymerase 
moves towards the 3′ end of the gene6. The relative lack 
of mutations in the first ~150 bp of the gene has been 
suggested to arise from a failure of the mutator to associ-
ate with the transcription complex until it has progressed 
past the promoter and entered the elongation phase8,9.

Activation-induced cytidine deaminase. Activation-
induced cytidine deaminase (AID) is required for SHM 
and CSR10,11. AID is also required for immunoglobulin 
gene conversion (GCV)12,13, which is a homologous-
recombination-based process used by various animals, 
including chickens and rabbits, to diversify immuno-
globulin genes in B cells. Expression of AID is generally 
confined to germinal-centre B cells, but overexpression 
of AID in fibroblast cell lines and bacteria gives rise to 
a high frequency of SHM-like mutations in multiple, 

highly expressed genes14–16. Furthermore, constitutive 
AID expression in mice results in the accumulation in 
T cells of mutations in the genes encoding the T-cell 
receptor and MYC, and a high incidence of T-cell lym-
phomas14. These results raise the possibility that B-cell-
specific cofactors or activities are needed to enforce 
immunoglobulin substrate specificity and perhaps to 
ensure a high rate of mutation. Mutation of the amino-
terminal region of AID impairs SHM but leaves CSR 
intact, whereas the opposite is observed with certain 
carboxy-terminal-domain mutations of AID17–19. These 
studies are consistent with the possibility that cofactors 
needed for SHM and CSR interact with the amino- and 
carboxy-terminal domains of the protein, respectively. 
The carboxy-terminal region of AID also functions as 
a nuclear export signal and probably has an important 
role in regulating the amount of AID in the nucleus20–22. 
Recent evidence indicates that phosphorylation of AID 
by cyclic-AMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) in 
activated B cells regulates the interaction of AID with 
replication protein A (RPA), which indicates another 
potential mechanism for control of AID activity that 
could be missing in non-lymphoid cells engineered to 
constitutively express AID23–25.

The role of AID in SHM, CSR and GCV has been 
the subject of intensive investigation in recent years. 
Given its homology with the cytidine deaminase 
APOBEC1 (REF. 26), AID was initially thought to be 
an RNA-editing enzyme that modifies an mRNA 
target(s) to produce a new protein required for these 
reactions10. There is currently no direct experimental 
evidence to support the RNA-editing model. Instead, a 
growing body of evidence strongly indicates that AID 
acts directly on DNA, converting C to uridine (U) in 
immunoglobulin V and S regions.

Recombinant AID deaminates single-stranded 
DNA (ssDNA), but not RNA or double-stranded DNA 
(dsDNA), and has a preference for deaminating C nucleo-
tides in SHM hotspot motifs8,27–33. Transcription, poten-
tially with assistance from template supercoiling34 or the 
ssDNA-binding protein RPA23, is thought to have a key 
role in generating the ssDNA necessary for AID to act 
on dsDNA targets. An attractive model is that the small 
regions of ssDNA generated transiently by transcription 
are bound by RPA, which in turn directs AID activity to 
the variable region23.

After AID initiates SHM by the deamination of C 
nucleotides, the resulting U•G mismatch has several 
possible fates that could lead to mutation35 (FIG. 2). If the 
mismatch is not repaired before the onset of DNA replica-
tion, DNA polymerases will insert an A nucleotide oppo-
site the U nucleotide creating C>T and G>A transition 
mutations. If, however, the U nucleotide is removed by 
uracil-DNA glycosylase (UNG), an abasic site is created, 
replication of which should give rise to both transition and 
transversion mutations. In addition to activating UNG-
dependent base-excision repair (BER), a U•G mismatch 
recruits the mismatch repair (MMR) machinery36, which 
is thought to create mutations at A•T near the initiating 
U•G lesion, probably through an error-prone patch repair 
process (for review see REF. 35).

Figure 1 | Gene-specific targeting of somatic hypermutation. The somatic 
hypermutation machinery is targeted to a ~1.5 kilobase (kb) region in the three 
immunoglobulin loci. In this figure, the graph above the rearranged variable (V) and 
joining (J) gene segments that form the variable region of Igκ depicts the mutation 
domain in the κ-light chain (Igκ) locus. 3′Eκ, Igκ 3′ enhancer; Cκ, Igκ constant; iEκ, Igκ 
intronic enhancer; MAR, matrix attachment region.

R E V I E W S
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A well-known functionally-driven form of genome change is the response to starvation in 
bacteria.	  Starvation can increase the targeted reorganizations of the genome by five orders of 
magnitude, i.e. by a factor of over 100,000.(24, 25) This is one of the mechanisms by which 
bacteria can evolve very rapidly and in a functional way in response to environmental stress.  
 
A similar targeting of location where genomic change can occur has been found in 
experiments on genetically modified fruit flies. One of the common ways in which genetic 
modification is achieved is to use a particular kind of mobile genetic element that can move 
around the genome using a cut-and-paste mechanism that does not require an RNA 
intermediate. Most often the insertions occur in a random way. But when DNA sequences 
from certain regulatory regions are used, they get inserted preferentially near the gene from 
which the sequence was derived (26). This process targets the changes in a way that is clearly 
not random with respect to possible function.  
 
 
3. Functional genome reorganisation can occur in response to stress. 
 
Barbara McClintock and the genome as an organ of the cell 
 
Barbara McClintock first observed that whole domains of genetic material move around the 
genome, even from one chromosome to another. She was working on Indian corn in the 
1930s and 1940s, but it was much later, in 1983, that she was recognised with the award of a 
Nobel Prize. In her Prize lecture she was very clear about the functional significance of her 
discovery. She described the genome “as a highly sensitive organ of the cell, monitoring 
genomic activities and correcting common errors, sensing the unusual and unexpected events, 
and responding to them, often by restructuring the genome.” (27). 
 
She could not have anticipated the extent to which her idea would be confirmed by the 
sequencing of whole genomes. From the 2001 Nature paper on the first draft sequence of the 
human genome we have comparisons between sequences in completely different species of 
eukaryotes for two classes of proteins, transcription factor proteins and chromatin binding 
proteins (28). These show that the evolution of these proteins must have involved the 
movement of whole functional domains. This is far from the idea of slow progressive 
accumulation of point mutations. And it has much greater evolutionary significance since the 
rearrangement of whole domains including the functionality of those domains in response to 
stress could have been the origin of creativity in the evolutionary process. It is obvious that 
combining two or more domains each of which already has functionality is much more likely 
to produce a viable solution to a problem than waiting for random sorting of point mutations. 
This is why McClintock characterised the genome as a highly sensitive organ of the cell.  
 
Can we observe genome reorganisation happening in evolutionary experiments?  
 
We can now observe organisms making use of this ability to reorganise their genomes. Bos et 
al have observed the emergence of antibiotic resistance from multinucleated bacterial 
filaments. They write:  
 

“the strategy of generating multiple mutant chromosomes within a single cell may 
represent a widespread and conserved mechanism for the rapid evolution of 
genome change in response to unfavorable environments (i.e., chemo-therapy 
drugs and antibiotics)” (29) 
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Jack et al (2015) have shown that  
 

“signaling pathways that sense environmental nutrients control genome change at 
the ribosomal DNA. This demonstrates that not all genome changes occur at 
random and that cells possess specific mechanisms to optimize their genome in 
response to the environment.” (my italics). (30, 31) 

 
How can genomes know about what is happening at the cell surface? The physiological 
mechanisms by which events in tiny micro-domains near the cell surface signal to the nucleus 
to control specific gene expression levels have now been studied in fine detail, see e.g. (31, 
32).  There is no longer any mystery in understanding the highly specific transmission of 
information to the nucleus that can control gene expression. There is no reason why genomes 
should not use similar communication pathways in response to stress signals received by cells 
and organisms.  
  
4. Non-DNA information can be transmitted across generations. 
 
Recent experiments have demonstrated that non-DNA information can be transmitted 
between generations (33), and this rapidly growing field has been reviewed in an important 
paper in Science (34). Two quotations from that review are relevant:  
 

“Many phenomena and mechanisms of nongenetic and/or non–DNA sequence–
based inheritance have been described in a range of model organisms, 
challenging our perception of the well-established relationship between 
transmitted genotype and phenotype.”  

 
They conclude:  
 

“The idea of certain sequences that might be refractory to germline epigenetic 
reprogramming provides a compelling mechanism for the inheritance of 
modulated epigenetic states.”  

 
To illustrate the range of processes that can be involved, I will briefly describe three 
examples.  
 
Rechavi et al investigated the inheritance of resistance to viral infection in the nematode 
worm, C elegans (35). The resistance is acquired when infected worms have the DNA 
required to make a viral-silencing RNAi, which is triggered by viral replication. They cross-
bred these worms with a wild type population, including worms that do not have the required 
DNA. Some of the later generations have the required DNA, others do not. Yet subsequent 
generations inherited the acquired silencing response irrespective of whether they had the 
required DNA. The RNAi is inherited through the germline, and is then amplified by RNA 
polymerase in each generation. This non-DNA inheritance was followed successfully for 100 
generations. It resembles Darwin’s gemmule theory (see Introduction). 
 
Nelson et al found robust inheritance of epigenetic marking in mice with Apobec1 deficiency 
(36). They found that “these [epigenetic] effects persist for many generations and are as 
strong as conventional genetic inheritance.” The journal, PNAS, published a commentary 
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article in the same issue, which concludes: “the belief that the soma and germline do not 
communicate is patently incorrect.” (37).  
 
The question whether epigenetic transmission of acquired characteristics could have been 
responsible for the evolution of separate species has been answered by Skinner et al who 
investigated the DNA mutations and non-DNA epigenetic changes in one of the icons of 
Darwinian speciation, the Galapagos finches (38). Five species were studied with different 
phylogenetic distances between them. Figure 4 shows the results. Both DNA mutations and 
epigenetic variations increase with the phylogenetic distance, with the epigenetic changes 
correlating better with distance. The authors conclude that both changes were involved in 
speciation and that they must have interacted.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Left: Five of the Galapagos finch species were studied, the reference species 
Geospiza fortis and four others. The graph at the right shows the number of genetic and 
epigenetic changes plotted as a function of phylogenetic distance. The epigenetic 
changes correlate well with phylogenetic distance, the genetic mutations do not correlate 
as strongly. (38) 

 
 
5. Organisms can resist the harmful effects of many molecular level variations. 
 
One of my own fields of research is cardiac rhythm and arrhythmias. The main pacemaker in 
the heart, the sinus node, is an example of a robust functional process. Several different ionic 
transporter circuits are involved, any one of which could generate rhythm. The evolutionary 
advantage of this situation is obvious: if one mechanism fails another can take over the 
function. In 1992 we investigated this robustness by reverse engineering an experimentally 
based computer model. We found that removing a transporter that could carry as much as 
80% of the ionic current necessary for generating the rhythm would change the overall 
frequency by only around 10-15% (39). Reverse engineering studies using a physiological 
model reveals the mechanism of the substitution. The small voltage changes that occur when 
one component is knocked out are sufficient to activate the substituting mechanism. This 
discovery formed the basis of the development of a safe heart slowing medication, ivabradine 
(40). 
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This kind of ‘back up’ of important physiological functions is ubiquitous. A systematic study 
of gene knockouts in yeast showed that 80% of knockouts have little or no effect on 
physiological functions under normal physiological conditions (41). Metabolic stress was 
needed to reveal the functional roles of most of the genes involved.  
 
These studies pose a serious problem for bottom-up gene-centric theories of biology. The 
functionality will simply not be seen at that level or may be far from quantitatively accurate. 
Organisms seem to be very resourceful when challenged with knockouts, blockers or absence 
of nutrients. If we look for that ingenuity at the molecular level we may not find it.  
 
Again, we can ask the question whether such processes can be demonstrated in actual 
evolutionary time. This was done recently by Taylor etl (42) who have shown that  
 

“bacteria that have lost their flagella through deletion of the relevant DNA 
sequence can evolve the regulatory networks required to restore flagella and so 
restore motility in response to a stressful environment within just four days.” 

 
That ability is a property of the bacterium regulatory networks and of the ability of the 
organism to signal the environment pressure to the genome to activate mutation.  
 
It is important to note that such examples, and the earlier ones I quoted above in section 3, 
involve what, so far as we know, are random mutations. At each location on the DNA 
sequence level this will therefore appear as ‘blind’ variation. At that level there will also be a 
form of Darwinian selection operating (14).  But the targeting of particular locations, which 
is what enables the response to the environmental challenge to be effective, is not blind.  
 
This mechanism has been extensively investigated by Richard Moxon and his colleagues who 
use the term ‘contingency locus’ to characterise the targeted loci of hypermutable DNA (43). 
In bacteria, these loci are simple sequence repeats in which the repeating unit is one to 
several nucleotides. In eukaryotes these loci are called microsatellites and often consist of 
hundreds of repeats. Since “mutation rates vary significantly at different locations within the 
genome” they propose that “it is precisely in the details of these differences and how they are 
distributed that major contributions to fitness are determined.” In an earlier article, Moxon 
and Thaler write “This phenotypic variation, which is stochastic with respect to the timing of 
switching but has a programmed genomic location, allows a large repertoire of phenotypic 
solutions to be explored, while minimizing deleterious effects on fitness.” (44). 
 
  
6. Physical constraints can and must influence both development and evolution.  
 
Natarajan et al, in a paper significantly entitled “predictable convergence in hemoglobin 
function has unpredictable molecular underpinnings”, have examined the molecular basis of 
convergence in hemoglobin function involving 56 avian taxa that have contrasting altitudinal 
range limits (45). They found that “Convergent increases in hemoglobin-oxygen affinity were 
pervasive among high-altitude taxa, but few such changes were attributable to parallel amino 
acid substitutions at key residues. Thus, predictable changes in biochemical phenotype do not 
have a predictable molecular basis.” This article beautifully illustrates the main point I am 
making in this paper, which is that unpredictability at the molecular level, which would lead 
one to think the changes are random, can be perfectly compatible with predictability and 
functionality at a higher level. This is biology’s equivalent of the physical principle that 
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determinate thermodynamics can co-exist with unpredictable stochastic behaviour at a 
molecular level. The difference is that, in biological systems, through the process of 
evolution, the higher level becomes functional. That is the level at which the functionality 
can be seen. It is then the level from which the lower level stochasticity can be understood, 
including the functional constraints.  
 
If physics can be so important by using stochasticity in convergent evolution, can it also be 
important in a similar way in constraining development? It is tempting to think so since early 
embryonic development is similar in all multicellular eukaryotes, despite many differences in 
genome sequences. Edelman et al have explored this question by showing graphically how 
some simple physical constraints might be sufficient to explain certain aspects of embryonic 
development without having to assume that there must always be a specific DNA basis for all 
such processes (46). Their images are speculative and would require computational 
modelling to develop and test the ideas. Stuart Newman, Santiago Schnell and Philip Maini  
have led the way on this approach (47, 48). There must be interaction between overall 
physical constraints and molecular-level specifications. Erlich et al (49) show how modelling 
such physical constraints can account for the evolution of shell form in ammonites.  
 
These examples illustrate a general point. Nature does not need to write to the ‘hard disc’ of 
the organism, its DNA, when it can get functions automatically from physical ‘free rides’, i.e. 
by letting physics do what it will do naturally. There is no need for DNA to be involved, for 
example, in ensuring that lipid membranes naturally fuse and form vesicles and many of the 
other properties of thin oily bilayers. And of course there is no DNA forming templates for 
the wide variety of lipids in organisms.  
 
 
 
7. The gene-centric view has so far been very disappointing from the viewpoint of 
medicine.  
 
There is another field of science where focusing on the molecular level has blinded us to 
functional processes at higher levels. That is the field of medicine. But before I explain why 
that is the case, I want to make it quite clear that I fully recognize the great scientific value of 
genome sequencing.   
 
Sequencing whole genomes has been of immense value in evolutionary biological studies. 
The benefits for phylogeny and in discovering new parts of the ‘trees’ or ‘networks’ of life 
are obvious. It was sequencing that enabled Carl Woese to make his fundamental discovery 
of the archaea and how they differ from bacteria and eukaryotes.(50) Sequencing also 
enabled us to identify the extent to which mobile genetic elements must have been involved 
in the evolution of many proteins. In this sense, describing the genome as the ‘book of life’ 
has been a useful metaphor. But, as a metaphor used to publicise the health benefits that 
would accrue from genome sequencing it has been misinterpreted. The promise was that by a 
decade or so following sequencing of the human genome the ‘book of life’ would reveal how 
to treat cancer, heart disease, nervous diseases, diabetes, and many others through the 
discovery of many new pharmaceutical targets. This did not happen. An editorial in Nature in 
2010 spelt this out:  
 

“But for all the intellectual ferment of the past decade, has human health truly 
benefited from the sequencing of the human genome? A startlingly honest 
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response can be found on pages 674 and 676, where the leaders of the public and 
private efforts, Francis Collins and Craig Venter, both say 'not much'.”  (51) 

 
The targets were identified all right. At least 200 new possible pharmaceutical targets are 
now known and there may be more to come, but we simply do not understand how to use 
them. The problem does not therefore lie in the absence of knowledge about the sequences. 
The problem is that we neglected to do the relevant physiology at the higher levels. A 
valuable critique of genotype-phenotype relations as a basis for the common-disease-
common-variant hypothesis has been published by Joyner and Prendergast (52). 
 
Before the shift towards genomic approaches to pharmacology, we did in fact have 
reasonably adequate methods for developing new drugs against specific diseases. The method 
was to work initially at a phenotype level to identify possible active compounds, and then to 
drill down towards individual protein or other molecular targets. This was the approach used 
so successfully by Sir James Black, the Nobel laureate discoverer of beta-blockers and H2 
receptor blockers (53). It is the method by which the work of collaborators in my laboratory 
eventually led to the successful heart drug, ivabradine, to which I have already referred.  
 
But the consequence of diverting large-scale funding towards the search for new drugs via 
genomics has been that the Black approach is now much less common and that the 
pharmaceutical industry is producing fewer new medications at vastly greater cost. Of course, 
the Black approach could and should be complemented by genomics, and there are successful 
cases where protein targets found by classical methods were later also identified as coding 
templates formed by particular genes A good example is Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 
where the gene for the protein utrophin that can substitute, in mice at least, to cure the disease 
was discovered before the DNA sequence was identified (54). 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
There has been much debate about whether the Neo-Darwinist Modern Synthesis needs 
extending or replacing. Both views are correct. It depends on the context in which they are 
assessed. Theories in biology, as in any branch of science, can be judged by several criteria.  
 
Falsifiability. The original Neo-Darwinist assumptions of the Modern Synthesis have been 
clearly falsified. I will consider the three basic assumptions outlined in the introduction.  
 
The Weismann Barrier 
 
The Weismann Barrier should be seen as a relative not an absolute barrier. Strict isolation of 
the genome was required in order to exclude the inheritance of acquired characteristics. Since 
we now know that acquired characteristics can be inherited, I believe it is more honest to 
admit that this reason for departing from Darwinism is no longer valid. In any case, the 
Barrier could only apply in those organisms that have a separate germ line. For the great 
majority of the duration of life on earth, there was no separate germ line. And plants can 
reproduce separately from their germ line. Quite simply, then, two of the original basic 
assumptions, isolation of the germ line and the impossibility of inheritance of acquired 
characteristics, can be seen to be incorrect.  
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Some criticisms of this conclusion refer to the rarity of experiments showing 
intergenerational transmission of epigenetic mutations. Originally, this was based on the idea 
that the genome was always wiped clean of epigenetic marking, so that it was thought that the 
idea was misconceived and impossible. As I have shown, this is simply not correct.  
 
Another criticism was that it would not be robust. It has been demonstrated to persist for as 
much as 100 generations, and that it can, in some cases, be as robust as DNA transmission. 
Moreover, it does not need to be robust in all cases. As the review by Burggren shows, the 
softness and therefore reversibility of epigenetic inheritance is one of its evolutionary virtues 
(55). Sonia Sultan and her colleagues have also identified the factors that may determine the 
transience or persistence of epigenetic variation (56).  
 
The third criticism is that it is observed in only rare cases. My reply is that so is speciation. 
Speciation is such a rare event that in thousands of years of selective breeding of cats, dogs, 
fish etc., we have not succeeded in producing new species, as defined by reproductive 
isolation.  
 
Note also that these criticisms obviously do not apply to functionally significant 
reorganisation or hypermutation of genomes.  
 
 
Blind stochasticity 
 
The other basic assumption is blind stochasticity, meaning that what are seen as random 
genetic variations are not functionally directed. The concept of randomness is a major topic 
of research in philosophy, mathematics and physics. One way to by-pass these highly 
technical issues is to ask the question “random with respect to what”? The key in relation to 
evolutionary biology is whether variations are random with respect to function and whether 
they can be seen to be so. Even if the molecular level variations do in fact represent 
functional order at a higher level we will almost certainly require insight from the functional 
level to appreciate the functional nature of the molecular variations. The randomness I am 
referring to is therefore epistemological: without knowing the constraints by higher levels the 
variations will appear to be random and unpredictable. Once we know those constraints the 
possibility of prediction at the molecular level begins to exist. Whether it is computable is a 
very different question. Given the huge differences of scale, e.g. between molecular and 
cellular, it is implausible to expect molecular level computation alone to reveal the 
functionality.  
 
Even before we consider whether a theory based on blind stochasticity has been falsified, we 
have to examine its conceptual status. A very basic lesson from physics is that stochasticity at 
lower, such as molecular, levels is not only inevitable as a consequence of molecular kinetic 
energy, it is also perfectly compatible with regular law-like behaviour at higher levels, a fact 
that was appreciated long ago by one of the founders of population genetics, R.A.Fisher (57). 
Even if behaviour at a high level is directed, stochasticity is what we can expect at lower 
levels. The example in this paper concerning the evolution in different species of 
hemoglobins at high altitude illustrates that point perfectly. As the authors of that paper say 
“predictable changes in biochemical phenotype do not have a predictable molecular 
basis.”(45). It is the physics of oxygen transport in organisms living at low partial pressures 
of oxygen that dictates the changes that occur to adapt to such environments, not specific 
changes in the genome.  
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From a gene-centric viewpoint, it could be objected that the genome changes are nevertheless 
those that enable the beneficial changes in oxygen transport to happen. That is certainly true. 
But it is precisely the higher level perspective that enables us to show that fact. What we can 
see here is that a conceptual issue, which is the question of the level at which functionality 
occurs, interacts with an empirical issue, which is whether the changes at the molecular level 
are predictable, from that level alone. Another way to put the conceptual issue is to say that, 
in any information transmission system, whether languages or genomes, sequences by 
themselves do not have meaning. They acquire meaning through their context, which can 
only be understood at a much higher level. As a linguistic example, the three letter alphabetic 
sequence ‘but’ has two totally different meanings and pronunciations in English and French. 
Similarly, genome sequences acquire meaning in their context. Sequences enabling arms, 
legs and eyes derive from organisms that had none of these.  
 
Unravelling the problem 
 
My paper unravels this problem by showing where some aspects of biological thought went 
wrong in the 20th century. Schrödinger’s book, What is Life?, was a landmark in predicting 
correctly that the genetic material would be found to be an aperiodic crystal. But it contained 
the seeds of a major misunderstanding, leading Schrödinger, and then Crick and Watson, to 
maintain that, like a crystal, the genetic material could be read in a determinate way. That 
could be true only if the ‘crystal’, that is the linear polymer DNA, could be read and copied 
faithfully, with few or no copy errors. As we can now see, that is not an inherent property of 
DNA alone. On the contrary it is a property of the complex system by which the copy error 
rate can be reduced from an unacceptable frequency of millions per genome to less than 1. 
That is a higher level systems property of cells, including an army of proteins and lipids, not 
of DNA alone. In life as we know it on earth, this process occurs only in the context of living 
cells.  
 
A possible objection to this conclusion is that all proteins have DNA templates that determine 
their amino acid sequences. That includes the proteins that contribute to the error-correcting 
systems for DNA. That is true, but it is usually taken a step further to mean that therefore the 
genome determines everything. That is not true. The error-correcting systems operate within 
cellular structures that contain molecular elements, such as lipid membranes, that do not 
require DNA templates in order to exist. Elsewhere, I have shown that the structural 
information in cells can be represented as comparable to that in the genome (58).  Organisms 
always inherit both. In one of the rare examples of a successful clone from the nucleus of one 
species inserted into the enucleated but fertilized egg cell from another species, both the cell 
and the nucleus contribute to the final structure of the adult.  Reproductive hybridization 
between species has also been shown to produce intermediate forms which can generate 
speciation (59). 
 
Experimentally, we need to re-examine the way in which functional change in organisms can 
harness stochasticity at lower levels to create new functionality. Huang and his colleagues 
have shown the way forward here by demonstrating that stochasticity in gene expression is an 
attractor produced by a cell population. The many studies of targeted hyper-mutation, e.g by 
Richard Moxon’s group, also show the way forward. Organisms in their evolution had to 
harness stochasticity since at a low enough level this is an inevitable property of the physics 
of molecular level systems that have kinetic energy.   
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We can now return to the question whether the assumption of blind stochasticity has been 
falsified. If the case presented in this paper is correct then one answer would be that it is very 
difficult for it to be falsified since stochasticity necessarily reigns at a low enough level, even 
if functionality reigns at higher levels. The constraints may have too subtle an effect at the 
molecular level. The falsifiability then depends on a prior conceptual question, which is 
whether one accepts multilevel functionality. A purely gene-centric theory does not accept 
multi-level functionality and can therefore maintain its view of everything being ‘blind 
chance followed by natural selection’.  
 
To a physiologist or a medical scientist this is not a useful viewpoint. Functionality arises in 
organisms at many different levels. This is one of the bases of my formulation of the 
principle of Biological Relativity, first proposed in a previous article in this journal, and 
developed more completely in a book, Dance to the Tune of Life. Biological Relativity (60). 
 
Utility. These points naturally lead to the other main criterion for judging a theory, which is 
its utility. Theories can be useful, even if they are false. Indeed, on a Popperian view of the 
logic of science that must always be true. We can only ever falsify theories about the natural 
world, never conclusively prove them. I want therefore to acknowledge the fact that the Neo-
Darwinist Modern Synthesis was very useful. Whole fields of mathematical biology, such as 
population genetics, would not have flourished in the 20th century without the Modern 
Synthesis as a framework.  
 
But, I also think that we have reached a watershed in relation to the issue of the utility of the 
Neo-Darwinist Modern Synthesis. As I have argued in detail elsewhere, there are too many 
experimental breaks with the original theory as formulated by Weismann and Wallace (61).  
Moreover the metaphorical language of Neo-Darwinism is a problem. The metaphors used 
strongly reinforce a simplistic gene-centric view. The time has come to see that evolutionary 
biology would progress faster if we used a different framework to develop a more inclusive 
theory, as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.  
 
Figure 5 shows the Extended Evolutionary Synthesis, which is represented as a development 
from the Neo-Darwinist Modern Synthesis, in turn developed from Darwinism.  
 
Figure 6 shows the version of this diagram that better represents the conclusions of this 
paper. There are several important differences. First, it represents the fact that Darwin’s view 
of inheritance included the inheritance of acquired characteristics, which was excluded by 
Neo-Darwinism. Darwin’s concept of inheritance is therefore shown as being partly outside 
the Neo-Darwinist Modern Synthesis. Second, it represents the features of the extended 
synthesis (highlighted in bold in both Figure 5 and Figure 6) that lie outside the range of Neo-
Darwinism as defined by Weismann and Wallace. The features of that theory that were 
excluded are shown as corresponding bold-face items. The highlighted items on the far left 
correspond with the highlighted items at the far right. Also included as a bold-face item is the 
principle of biological relativity. Although beyond the scope of this paper, I have included 
sexual selection.   
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Figure 5. The Extended Evolutionary Synthesis representing the extension as 
extensions of Darwinism and then of the Neo-Darwinist Modern Synthesis (From 
(62). 

 
 

Figure 6. The Integrated Synthesis representing the extensions as extensions of 
Darwinism but only partially from Neo-Darwinism. Darwin’s view of inheritance 
is also represented as extending outside the boundary of Neo-Darwinism/  
(Developed for this article from (61), based on (62)) 
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In spirit, this approach inherits an important part of Darwin’s more nuanced philosophical 
approach. I emphasise philosophical here because it is obvious that we have moved way 
beyond what Darwin knew experimentally, as Figures 5 and 6 also show. But we can learn 
from his approach. Darwin was cautious in acknowledging the limits of what he knew. He 
was even unsure whether he had discovered the title of his book, since he did not know what 
produced variations in organisms, and he did not exclude the inheritance of acquired 
characteristics. Unjustified certainty is not the best way forward in scientific research. It 
remains open to further experimentation to clarify the extent of the many mechanisms now 
known to be available to Nature, and to determine how she used them, alone or more 
probably in various combinations, to evolve life as we now know it.  
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